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Client Interview
Cihan Bank was incorporated in June 2008 in accordance with the Iraqi
Companies Law No. 21 of 1997 and its amendments of 2004. The first
privately owned bank in Kurdistan was operative on 01.04.2009 in its headquarters in Erbil. Within a few months, Cihan Bank expanded its network
branches to Baghdad, Suleymania and Zakho. In order to serve better its
clients, the bank implemented in 2009 iMAL Islamic core banking platform, which covered the following modules in line with the bank’s growth
strategy: Retail Financing, Treasury, Investment, Branch Automation, Trade
Finance Operations, Islamic Profit Calculation and Central Bank Reporting.

Mrs. Rana Riyadh
IT Manager
Cihan Bank - Iraq

Why did Cihan Bank Iraq decide to upgrade to the latest iMAL R14
Java release?
In 2015, Cihan Bank decided to move to the latest release of iMAL. The
successful implementation of iMAL R14 provides us with a competitive technology platform that we can leverage on as we continue our
transformation journey. Knowing that Cihan Bank is an Islamic bank
that provides a wide range of Islamic banking products and services.
Besides, we always seek to present the best, accurate, and innovative
banking services in compliance with the Sharia to our customers from
government institutions, corporates and individuals in the new Iraq
including Kurdistan regional governorates.
When was the Go Live of iMAL R14 Java release announced?
The Go Live was announced on Friday 14 December 2017. It’s of strategic importance in the quest of Cihan Bank to become the number one
bank in Iraq.
What did it cover? How many modules did the iMAL R14 upgrade project include?
We are very pleased to have successfully gone live with this mission
critical project within the project timelines. The iMAL R14 upgrade
covered the following modules: Customer Service Management,
Islamic Investment, Islamic Treasury, Islamic Profit Calculation, Trade
Finance, SWIFT and Reporting module.

What are the key distinguishing features of iMAL
R14 Java release?
We got many new features with iMAL R14. To
name a few: Security, availability, scalability, speed
as web application is more flexible to be used by
users.
Is the current version up to your expectations?
Yes sure. iMAL R14 provides real-time processing that is completely web based, as well as open
architecture and seamless channel integration. The
solution provides unique capabilities for streamlining operations, significantly reducing costs and
vastly improving efficiency for both Cihan Bank
and our customers.
How would you describe the usability of iMAL
Islamic banking solution in general?
We are extremely privileged and proud to have
successfully implemented iMAL in 2009. This
automated Sharia-compliant banking platform is
one of the most important parts in our bank.

What challenges did Cihan Bank face during the transition period?
The upgrade to the latest release of iMAL was a challenging but very
exciting engagement. Thankfully, both teams managed this project
and completed it smoothly, without any serious issues.
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How do you see Cihan Bank now?
Cihan Bank aims to translate Islamic financial
principles into practical solutions that serve the
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human community. This new Java release will help
us accelerate innovation, unlock key features and
functionalities in the platform, and deliver superior value to our customers.
How has Path Solutions been as a partner?
Cihan Bank and Path Solutions are one family. The
partnership mindset that prevailed during this
project has certainly contributed massively to this
resounding achievement. Path Solutions’ project
team was very professional and knowledgeable.
We have benefited a lot from their experience and
the professional manner in which they delivered
the project.
Was Path Solutions’ project team helpful? Were
they onsite all the time?
Yes more than you can expect. They were onsite
most of the time and even post go-live.
What do you consider to be the key strengths of
Path Solutions?
Their dedication, commitment, continuous assistance and cooperation in solving problems as
quickly as possible without impacting the bank’s
daily operations.
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ADOPTION OF IFRS 9
IMPROVES REPORTING

IFRS 9 Financial Instruments Effective beginning 1 January 2018

Bucket 1: Performing

The new standard (IFRS 9 Financial Instruments) which replaces the
IAS 39 (Financial Instruments: Recognition and Measurement) already
becoming effective from 1 January 2018 for banks and financial institutions as well as non-financial institutions brings along many challenges
and implications. The new standard combines several aspects of
accounting for financial instruments; classification and measurement,
impairment and hedge accounting. In a way, the new standard allows
responsive actions to be taken in mitigating to prevent account movement between stages of credit quality.

Dr. Mohd Yaziz Bin Mohd Isa
Assistant Professor
Universiti Tun Abdul Razak
Malaysia

The old standard, the IAS 39 was criticized because it only allowed
and required banks to set aside provisions when losses had incurred.
As it is based on historical data and current information, the old standard measured and recognized losses only when they are incurred,
not before they are incurred however likely they were expected and
reliably they were estimated. Even if the individual account cannot be
identified, it will not be recognized in the old standard. Because of the
previous approach of recognizing expected losses, the old standard
was criticized for recognizing expected losses too little and too late.
With the new standard that is just effective this year however, it provides investors with timely information in a more responsive manner
about changes in credit loss expectations, and henceforth it can better
entice investment decisions. How do banks account for the expected
credit losses? By recognizing loan loss provisions from when they first
invest in a financial instrument. The banks can use estimates to support existing information and historical data to measure expected
losses under the new standard. Depending on how the financial assets
are performing, the loss provisions will be accounted for differently.

Bucket 2:
Watchlist. Credit Quality
Deteriorated

Booked from inception of asset.
Recognized expected credit losses
for 12 months & loss allowance
established

Increase in loss provisions to reflect
full credit loss expected to occur
over the life of the loan (lifetime
provision)

Interest revenue at gross carrying
amount (not adjusted expected
credit losses)

The calculation Interest revenue
remains the same as Stage 1

In the inception of a financial asset, the bank
immediately recognizes expected credit losses for
twelve months. This is during stage 1. A loss allowance is booked or established during this stage. If
there is an increase in the credit risk, stage 2, the
bank will consequently increase loss provisions
to reflect the credit loss expected to occur over
the lifetime of the loan. The change in loss provisions from stage 1 to stage 2 provides investors
with information about deterioration in credit risk
exposure of a loan. If lifetime provisions are established immediately upon inception of a loan, the
investors will not see the deterioration in credit
risk exposure between the two stages. The volatility of change between the two stages nonetheless
will be less impactful where remaining contractual
life is shorter.
The ongoing implementation of the new standard
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Bucket 3: Impaired

Lifetime provision
For credit-impaired, Interest
revenue calculated based on
amortized cost (i.e. gross
carrying amount adjusted for
loss allowance)

will likely create greater loan loss provisions among
banks in their financial reporting starting this year.
For them however, it will become more stable
compared to the old standard as the methodology of calculating the expected losses is required
for tracking credit risk migration since the origination of the financial instrument over the 3 material
stages. Banks however are likely to face other possible challenges in the current implemented stages
of the new standard if they have not collected data
for modeling of loss provisions or if data is available but it is not adequate, in that case the banks
can use proxy models.
Dr. Mohd Yaziz Bin Mohd Isa holds a Doctorate of Business
Administration from Multimedia University Malaysia (MMU), an MBA
from University of Wisconsin, USA and a BBA from Ohio University.
He lectures at the graduate and undergraduate levels and supervises PhD and Master students in finance, money & banking,
financial economics, Islamic finance and econometrics. His current
research focuses on bond and Sukuk yields and financial reporting
for Waqf lease.
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CRS - Transparency and Exchange
of Information for Tax Purposes

Naji El Assir, IFQ, CertIFR
Associate Principal
Business Analyst
Product Management Corporate & Regulatory
Reporting
Path Solutions

Background

Increasing international pressure

Today’s global economic environment is characterized by high mobility of employment and capital across international borders. Against
the backdrop of a legal framework governing taxation of cross-border income, this may lead to double taxation on the one hand, as well
as provide opportunities for tax evasion and tax avoidance on the
other. It is well established that a prerequisite for effective taxation of
foreign-sourced income earned by “domestic taxpayers” (i.e. tax residents) is the system of administrative cooperation across international
boundaries, mainly in the form of exchange of tax-relevant information between tax authorities.

Tax will increasingly become an “important operational business
risk”, and it will have to play a greater role “in the heart of business”.
Technological developments will make accurate tax planning as well
as transparency easier.
International organisations have closely monitored the progress in the
global implementation of automatic exchange of information (AEOI)
and are in the process of drawing up a list of “non-cooperative tax
jurisdictions”. A non-cooperative jurisdiction will be subject to counter
measures such as imposition of withholding tax on non-cooperative
jurisdictions.

What is the CRS?

Financial institutions’ actions

The Common Reporting Standard (CRS) is an information standard
for automatic exchange of financial account information on a global
level developed by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD) in 2014.

Since the CRS should not be treated as a static concept but rather as an
evolving one to successfully and efficiently implement CRS compliance
processes, financial institutions are forced to make some adjustments
in their processes, for example in the way accounts are opened, and
revisit their current policies, methodology, and other amendments are
needed in order to collect and organize the information necessary in
an efficient and cost-effective manner.

Generally, the CRS requires financial institutions in each CRS participating country to request the tax residency status of their customers and
provide information to their local tax authority about any accounts
held by tax residents of other countries.

Path Solutions’ offering

Over one hundred countries, including several offshore financial
centers, have agreed to share information on residents’ assets and
incomes. The CRS, it said, “effectively outsources responsibility for
reporting on tax affairs to financial institutions”.

Path Solutions developed a highly effective solution iMAL*InternationalTaxationRegulation - CRS (iMAL*ITR-CRS) that can
cater for changes in financial institutions’ operations as well as additions to participating jurisdictions and changes to the CRS rules. The
solution boosts dynamic classification of customers from individuals
and entities who are in and out of scope according to a set of parameterized indicia and a flexible decision matrix.

CRS compliance readiness
Even though the standard intends to impose uniform requirements
across jurisdictions adopting this new regulatory framework, the reality is that each jurisdiction is entitled to exercise different options and
expand the minimum requirements established in the standard. Many
jurisdictions, especially in the developing world, do not currently have
the administrative and technical mechanisms in place to meet the
standard, nor the resources to build them.
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iMAL*ITR-CRS is a user-friendly solution, easy and cost effective to
deploy; it will smoothen the institution’s reporting practices through
transparency and automation with minimum input from the user, thus
saving time and money in order to achieve compliance in line with regulatory deadlines.
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CADEMY

The Corporate
Academy organized
iMAL R14 Trainings

The trainings were evaluated as very effective:

Path Solutions’ Corporate Academy has developed
a series of client training sessions as per the training
calendar of the current year. It conducted iMAL
business trainings for its clients during January –
March 2018 at its training center in Lebanon.
The trainings were widely welcomed by clients
whose participants joined from different banks
such as United Capital Bank Sudan, Al Baraka Bank
Sudan, Khaleeji Commercial Bank Bahrain, and
others.
The interactive training sessions were arranged
on the latest R14 version for major iMAL modules: Customer Service Management, Facility
Management, Islamic Invest, Trade Finance, Islamic
Treasury and Profit Calculation.
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•

The trainees got familiarized with R14 features

•

They became aware of the new functionalities
incorporated in R14

•

They got ample time to interact with the trainers and clarify their doubts

•

The trainer has given attention to each and
every trainee, and addressed their queries
appropriately due to the very limited number
of trainees in each batch

•

The hands-on-sessions enabled attendees to
practice the newly shared know-how

•

Also each training served as a forum to interact with other bankers.

Path Solutions was very particular in deputing its
well experienced expert trainers who included
Bachir Succar (Associate Manager), Mahmoud
Abboud (Senior Consultant), Ali Houssary (Principal
Consultant), Dany Yammine (Associate Principal)
and Yasir Jilani (Manager).

“responsiveness
The
and
cooperation of the
trainer towards
participants’ live
issues was the
best thing in the
training.

“organized
The course was
in a
professional and
excellent way.

”

”

Lead Story

added features in
iMAL R.14.

”

Samia Osman Ismail
Head of Internal Operations
United Capital Bank Sudan

Ahmed Fuad Almuharaqi
IT Operations Manager
Khaleeji Commercial Bank
Bahrain

What the participants said …

Elham Yousif Ahmed Ibrahim
Deputy Manager IT
Al Baraka Bank Sudan
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Path Solutions’ India
employees acquire
iMAL Certification
Last month, selected employees from Path
Solutions’ India R&D centre passed the iMAL
Certification exam ‘Associate’ and ‘Professional’
levels. Consequently, Path Solutions revealed once
again that its employees are the best and most
qualified specialists in their field.
Having successfully completed the training, our
India employees earned the iMAL certification,
thanks to which they will have the necessary
knowledge, skills and competence in order to
develop and maintain the suite of solutions more
effectively, and thus, develop a quality software
system.
iMAL Certificates were presented to the proud
employees by Bobby Kuriakose - Senior Director
Global Support, Sahid Karimbanakkal - Director
Product Engineering, and Baiju Mathew - Finance
Manager India Office.

Alec Mardirian completes
FRM certification process
Congratulations to our colleague Alec Mardirian, Business Analyst Product Management/RM & BI for successfully passing the FRM Exam.
Alec has demonstrated the expertise and dedication required to complete this robust and rigorous program of study.
The FRM Certificate which is issued and administered by the Global
Association for Risk Professionals (GARP) has been adopted by companies as a benchmark to ensure their risk management employees
are well experienced in the latest financial risk concepts. The certificate identifies risk professionals that are trained to provide competent
advice based on globally accepted industry standards and who are
committed to personal professional development, and ensures that
they possess the body of knowledge necessary for independent risk
management analysis and decision making.

To note that the Corporate Academy of Path
Solutions will be offering iMAL Certification Exam
to its partners too shortly.
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Congrats
Heartfelt Congratulations from Path Solutions to our Award-Winning Clients:

Best Islamic Bank in Egypt

Best Islamic Bank in South Africa

Best Islamic Bank in Kuwait

Best Islamic Bank in Kenya

Best Islamic Bank in Sudan

Best Islamic Bank in Morocco

Best Islamic Bank in Bahrain

Best Islamic Bank in Lebanon

Best Islamic Bank in Palestine

Regional Award Winner

Country Award Winner

Middle East Bank of the Year

Bank of the Year 2017 - Jordan

Country Award Winner

Country Award Winner

Bank of the Year 2017 - Kuwait

Bank of the Year 2017 - Oman

Best Private Bank - Bahrain

Best Private Bank - Oman

Best Islamic Bank in Syria
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AWARDS 2017

Best Bank - UAE

Best Bank - Kuwait

Best Bank - Bahrain

Best Bank - Jordan

Best Bank - Kuwait

Best Bank - Kuwait

Best Bank - Oman

Best Bank - Oman

Best Bank - Lebanon

Best Bank - Bahrain

Best Bank - Kuwait

Best Bank - Oman

Best Bank - Kuwait

Best Bank - Oman

Best Bank - Oman

Best Bank - Oman

Best Bank - Bahrain

Best Bank - Palestine

Top 10 Fastest Growing Fully Sharia-Compliant Banks with more than $500M in Assets

2017 Financial Awards

Best Asset Manager

Best Retail Bank
Best Mobile Banking App

Best Islamic Retail Banking Product

Top 10 Fastest Growing Islamic Windows among Banks with more than $500M in Assets

Best Islamic Bank
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Best Islamic Banking Product (It’eman Account) Bahrain 2017

Best Islamic Retail Bank Bahrain 2017

Best Retail Bank Morocco 2017

Fastest Growing Islamic Retail Bank Oman 2017

Fastest Growing Islamic Bank Kuwait 2017

Best Customer Service Bank Oman 2017

Best Corporate Bank Oman 2017

Best Islamic Retail Bank Oman 2017

Best Islamic Credit Card Program (Easy 36) Bahrain 2017

Best Fund Management Company Kuwait 2017
Best Asset Management Company Kuwait 2017

Best Private Bank Oman 2017

Best Social Media Bank Oman 2017

Best Investment Company Kuwait 2017

Best Islamic Retail Bank Kuwait 2017

Best CSR Campaign Kuwait 2017

Best Islamic Retail Bank Sri Lanka 2017

Best Private Equity Company - Kuwait

Best Investment Research Company - Kuwait

Best Islamic Bank - Kuwait

Best Transaction Advisory Company - Kuwait

Best Asset Management Company - Kuwait

Best Customer Acquisition - Kuwait

Best Private Bank - UAE

Most Innovative Bank - Middle East

Path Bulletin • Issue 39 • March 2018

Best Mobile App - Kuwait

Best Islamic Bank - Oman

Fastest Growing Islamic Bank MENA 2017

Best Sustainable Bank - UAE
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Best Digital Bank - Kuwait

Best Fund Management Company - Kuwait

Best Sharia-Compliant Bank MENA 2017
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Trustbank Amanah uses iMAL
Islamic core banking platform
to power Suriname’s first
Islamic bank
iMAL enables banks converting to Islamic to provide customers with
an enriching, transparent and modern banking experience
February 7, 2018 - Path Solutions, a leading global Islamic core banking software, consulting and services organization, announced today
that Trustbank Suriname, now Trustbank Amanah, has gone live on
iMAL Islamic core banking platform with the successful transition
of the bank from conventional to Islamic banking business model, a
major milestone in the South American banking system as large banks
in South America are tipped to tap into growing Sharia-compliant
demand.
To help differentiate itself as the first Islamic bank in Suriname,
Trustbank Amanah selected the dynamic iMAL after an extensive
review of global core banking system vendors.
“It’s a significant landmark not just for Trustbank Amanah, but for the
banking industry in South America”, commented Mohammed Kateeb,
Path Solutions’ Group Chairman & CEO. “The successful deployment of
iMAL at Trustbank and its transformation into a full-fledged Islamic
bank is testimony to the commitment from both Trustbank and Path
Solutions to make this happen. We are proud to witness the first iMAL
Go Live in South America, and proud to be the preferred IT partner of
Trustbank Suriname in their strategic initiative”.
Founded on August 30, 1989, Trustbank is a private bank with expertise in the areas of savings, loans, investments and asset management.
Trustbank has opted at a strategic level for a new business model to
enrich the banking landscape in Suriname, the Caribbean and Latin
America. The bank embarked on the conversion last year. Today,
Trustbank Amanah offers pioneering Islamic banking products which
can serve as an incentive for economic development and diversification, obviously differentiating itself from the competition and
expanding its product range. This strategic transformation initiative
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is foundational to Trustbank Amanah’s objectives
in supporting Sharia compliance, as well as highly
personalized customer service.
Commenting on the Go Live, Maureen Badjoeri,
Trustbank Amanah CEO, said, “Path Solutions’
experience in banking platform conversion has
been demonstrated extensively throughout the
globe. Their extensive track record of successful
implementations, and their focus and flexibility
in ensuring that each and every project is a success is unparalleled. A project of such complexity
was executed in a record breaking timeframe by
the joint team. We are proud of what we have
achieved. From now onwards, iMAL will enable
us to provide innovative retail banking services
and products in conformity with Islamic law. It will
also drive digital transformation, greatly enhancing customer experience, increasing efficiency and
transparency of our banking operations”.

About Path Solutions
Path Solutions is a global core banking system provider that delivers real results to Islamic banks and
Islamic financial institutions. The company offers
a consulting-led, integrated portfolio of software
solutions under the brand name of iMAL. With a
global client base operating in over 39 countries,
Path Solutions develops state-of-the-art Shariacompliant software solutions to enable Islamic
financial institutions meet the complex demands
of their customers, keep up with disruptive
entrants and the ever-increasing regulations.
Path Solutions stands out for its established track
record of fail-proof implementations, a critical factor in core banking deployment. The company’s
flagship platform iMAL can help Islamic financial institutions develop a customer-centric
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business model, simplify operations, increase
innovation and manage risk and compliance effectively. Comprising loans, deposits, asset products,
trade finance, treasury, digital channels and risk
and compliance components to meet varied client
needs, it is a solution of choice for more than 130
forward-thinking Islamic banks worldwide.
iMAL has been recognized by leading industry
analysts for its broad and deep Islamic functionality,
flexibility, viability and operational performance.

About Trustbank Amanah
Trustbank Suriname started the conversion process in 2015. On December 4, 2015 the signing
ceremony took place in Suriname between the
CEO of Trustbank, Maureen Badjoeri and the CEO
of the Islamic Corporation for the Development of
the Private Sector (ICD), Khaled Al Aboodi.
Mid-2016, the Central Bank of Suriname and
Trustbank signed an MOU (Memorandum of
Understanding), approving the conversion of
Trustbank to a full-fledged Islamic bank. Part of the
transformation is a change of name from Trustbank
to Trustbank Amanah. The MOU contains the technical conditions for acquiring the license from the
Central Bank of Suriname.
Trustbank Amanah will not only perform Islamic
banking in Suriname, but also aims to become the
financial hub in the Caribbean and Latin America.
Trustbank Amanah, together with its international
partner ICD will offer financing capital to the private sector for the development of Micro, Small
and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs), thus contributing to the development of a dynamic marketplace.
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AIFF 2018 successfully completed with Path Solutions
as Islamic Finance Technology Partner

IT Governance Workshop organized by ISACA
Lebanon Chapter and conducted by Abdo Chalhoub

March 29, 2018 - Taking centre stage at the very
forefront of Africa’s flourishing Islamic finance
sector, the third edition of Africa Islamic Finance
Forum kicked off on March 27 in Lagos, Nigeria,
with a global audience of over 450 government
leaders, policymakers, decision-makers and Islamic
finance experts.

March 16, 2018 - The increasing pervasive impact
of information technology (IT) touches almost all
sectors of the society. While information has long
been appreciated as a valuable and important
asset, managing IT risks and compliance are major
concerns for many organizations. The need to drive
more value from IT investments while managing
the exponential growth in the IT-related risks has
never been greater. Policies and internal controls
are being designed to reduce IT-related risks to an
acceptable level and are the main drivers behind
the need for a reliable IT governance framework to
adequately control the full IT environment, and to
avoid control gaps that may expose the organization to unacceptable risks.

Hosted by Nigeria’s Ministry of Finance in collaboration with the Islamic Corporation for the
Development of the Private Sector (ICD), the
private sector arm of IDB Group, this exclusive
two-day forum was designed specifically for the
benefit of local and international market players
to explore development opportunities in Islamic
finance in Africa; focusing on building the market
and exploring the huge potential through inward
investment and international collaboration.
With full government support and hosting some
of the most influential decision-makers in the
industry from countries including Nigeria, Somalia,
Ivory Coast, Sudan, Kenya and beyond, this forum
featured extensive discussions on investment
opportunities in key African markets. Among
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sectors identified as areas for high Islamic finance
growth in Africa are SMEs, microfinancing, and the
Sukuk market, especially in light of the massive
needs in the region.
Path Solutions, the global Islamic banking software company was present as Islamic Finance
Technology Partner of the forum, through its Vice
President - Global Sales, Fadi Gedeon and the company’s Sales Manager, Majo Mathew who were
keen to showcase to participants iSHRAQ*Microfinance, a solution to the challenges facing
microfinance companies around the globe and
serving community banking.
iSHRAQ*Microfinance is a low cost solution,
developed based on microfinance and community
banking best practices, delivering the necessary
control, efficiency, productivity and scalability,
while iMAL, the company’s Islamic core banking platform has not only set the benchmark in
Islamic finance technologies but also contributed
immensely to the growth of the Islamic finance
industry.

That was the subject of the course delivered by
Abdo Chalhoub, EVP - ICT Professional Services
at Path Solutions, as accredited COBIT 5 trainer,
during a comprehensive professional training
given by ISACA Lebanon in Haigazian University.
The IT Governance Workshop was attended by
representatives from various Lebanese banks,
financial institutions and consulting firms and was
a complete success with 100 % COBIT 5 exam passing rates.
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Path Solutions is the Exhibitor Partner of
IFN World Leaders Summit 2018
March 12, 2018 - The inaugural IFN World Leaders
Summit saw the participation of more than 300
CEOs of Islamic financial institutions, top business
leaders, policymakers, legal experts, economists
and thought leaders from key Sharia finance markets, who gathered together on March 11th at the
Ritz Carlton DIFC in Dubai to critically discuss and
debate the most pressing issues facing the Islamic
finance industry.
Organized by REDmoney and supported by Dubai
Islamic Economy Development Center (DIEDC),
this one-day summit is a rare opportunity for the
industry’s most influential figures through a carefully-designed unique program, to openly address
some of the biggest and most crucial topics in a
conducive environment, providing invaluable
international insights on the biggest challenges
and opportunities for the posterity of Islamic
finance.
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March 6, 2018 - The 6th round of the Engineers
Careers Employment Fair was held at Helnan
Landmark in New Cairo, Egypt on Saturday March
3rd. Twenty-three companies specialized in the
fields of IT and Communication were present,
among them Path Solutions, Valeo, Hindawi, Raya,
Orange and Vodafone.

Kateeb was accompanied by Syed Ahmed Zafar,
Territory Account Manager-Sales, who was keen to
introduce the crowd to the company’s next-generation interest-free software solutions enabling
Islamic financial institutions to meet the complex
demands of their customers, keep up with disruptive entrants and the ever-increasing regulations
and hence benchmark their performance against
their peers.

CEOs of some of the biggest names in Islamic
finance were invited to share their expectations for
the coming year, their thoughts on subjects rarely
discussed in other public forums and their insights
into some of the most controversial issues hitting
the industry.

The IFN World Leaders Summit has coincided with
the industry’s leading gathering of market practitioners - the IFN Awards Ceremony to honor the
crème de la crème of the global Islamic finance
industry. Over 320 senior industry leaders from
across the Middle East, Europe, Africa and Asia
attended the ceremony in which multiple category winners were announced in the IFN DOTY
Awards, IFN Best Banks Awards, IFN Law Awards
and IFN Service Providers Awards.

Being an influential technology powerhouse, Path
Solutions was represented at the summit by its
Group Chairman & CEO Mohammed Kateeb who

Path Solutions was conferred the ‘Best Islamic
Technology Provider’ award for the tenth successive year and eleventh time in total.
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The Engineers Careers
Employment Fair 2018

took part as a guest panelist in a session entitled
‘Changing Times: Islamic Finance 2.0’, in which
Kateeb highlighted the issues faced by financial
institutions with adopting technology, the legacy
challenges and how to adapt to an ever-evolving
financial environment.

Representing Path Solutions was Senior Manager
Product Engineering, Ahmed El Morali along with
Administration Manager, Donia Abdel Sattar and
Receptionist, Merna Abdel Razzik manning the
booth.
Nine sessions were held and presented by speakers from participating companies, i.e. service
providers, among them Ahmed El Morali who
spoke about “Transforming Agile Teams” in a session entitled ‘DevOps’ which lasted for 30 minutes.
This one-day career fair was a good opportunity
for Path Solutions to increase brand awareness
and reach out to highly-qualified and enthusiastic IT candidates seeking not only to learn about
potential internship opportunities, but also
explore career options.
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Path Solutions present at the Forum of Islamic Banks
in Iraq
January 29, 2018 - The expansion witnessed by
Islamic banks locally and internationally and the
surge in the volume of trades in all regions of
the world pushed the Association of Iraqi Private
Banks to launch under the auspices of the Central
Bank of Iraq ‘The Forum of Islamic Banks’ on the
27th of January at the Babylon Hotel in Baghdad,
Iraq.
Held under the slogan “Launching an Islamic
Banking Sector that Contributes to Development”,
this one-day forum has witnessed a wide participation of elite and banking personalities
specialized in Islamic banking in Iraq and neighboring countries.
The forum has included three sessions entitled
“Legislative and Sharia Rules for Islamic Banking”,
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“Islamic Banking Development” and “Islamic
Banking Operations”, in line with the audience
demand for authentic Sharia-compliant services
that are beginning to dominate the financial sector in Iraq.
Path Solutions, the global leader in next-generation Sharia-based software solutions and services,
has registered a distinguished participation
with the presence of its Business Development
Manager, Said Malak, being a Guest Speaker in
their third session, joining a list of notable speakers and panelists from across the world. In his
presentation, Malak spoke about the growing role
of technology in the Islamic banking sector, and its
benefits to achieve sustainable cost reduction and
increased market share.
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AAOIFI 16th Annual Sharia Conference

8 & 9 April 2018

Manama, Bahrain

East Africa Islamic Economy Summit 2018

24 & 25 April 2018

Nairobi, Kenya

CIBAFI Global Forum 2018

2 & 3 May 2018

Istanbul, Turkey

IFN Asia Forum 2018

7 May 2018

Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

Meet Path
You are kindly invited to visit our
booth and meet our IT experts to
learn more about how our software solutions can benefit your
business.
To book a meeting, please contact our
sales representatives at:
salesteam@path-solutions.com

2018 Path Solutions External Newsletter. All rights reserved.
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Egypt

Malaysia

22 Makram Ebeid, 7th Floor

Unit 29-01, Level 29, Tower A

Nasr City, Cairo

The Vertical, Avenue 3

Tel: 202 26716434

Bangsar South, No. 8 Jalan Kerinchi

Fax: 202 26716435

59200 Kuala Lumpur
Tel: 603 2783 9663

India
Office 309, SCK 01, Smart City

Fax: 603 2783 9662

Kakkanad, Kochi

Pakistan

Kerala 682030

Dolmen Executive Tower, 7th Floor

Tel: 91 484 2388800

Room No. 710
Block 4 Clifton, Karachi 74000

Kingdom of Bahrain
P.O.Box 2568, Manama
Office 21, 2nd Floor, Bldg 20, Bahrain
Tower
Block 305, Road No. 385, Al Khalifa
Avenue
Tel: 973 17214072

Tel: 92 21 35826122-3 / 92 21
35826126

Sudan
IMKA Multi Activities Co. Ltd
266 Al Ma’arad Street, 7th Floor,
Apartment 703

Fax: 973 17214073

Al Hegaz
Khartoum

Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

Tel: 249 155309787

Postal Code 11447, P.O.Box 28774
Riyadh

United Arab Emirates

Office No. 8402, 8th Floor

Unit No. 29-38, Office 38

New Real Estate Bldg, Tower No. 4
Al Malaz Area, Street No. 60

29th Floor, Reef Tower, Jumeirah
Lake Towers

Tel: 966 11 4797774

Cluster O, P.O.Box 5003308 Dubai

Fax: 966 11 4797775

Tel: 971 4 4487570

Tower,

Garden

City,

Fax: 971 4 4487108

Kuwait
P.O.Box 592, Safat 13006

United Kingdom

United Arab Shipping Company
Bldg

1st Floor, 60 Gresham Street

Block 6, Bldg 3, 1st Floor, Airport St.,
Shuwaikh

Tel: 44 203 440 9776

London EC2V 7BB

Tel: 965 22286760
Fax: 965 22286755

Lebanon
P.O.Box 15-5195 Beirut
Mkalles Highway, Mkalles 2001 Bldg,
3rd Floor
Tel: 961 1 697444
Fax: 961 1 696744

info@path-solutions.com

